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A Green’s function method is used to obtain the spectrum of excitations of two neighboring impurities
in a semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet. The equations of motion for Green’s functions are determined in the
framework of the Heisenberg model. The energies of non-resonant localized modes are calculated as a
function of the interaction parameters for the exchange coupling between impurity–spin pairs, host–
spin pairs, and impurity–host neighbors, as well as the effective ﬁeld parameter at the impurity sites.
With two impurities the system is less symmetric and has more localized modes when compared with
a single impurity case.
& 2011 Elsevier B.V. Open access under the Elsevier OA license.1. Introduction
The effect of impurities on the spectrum of elementary
excitations of solids is well known from experimental and
theoretical studies [1–7]. In some bulk magnetic materials, light
scattering experiments have demonstrated that the presence of a
low concentration of random impurities can modify their spec-
trum of the elementary excitations [8–11]. From the experimental
viewpoint the investigations of the properties of excitations like
surface and impurity modes [12–14] have included the use of
Raman scattering and inelastic neutron scattering to elucidate the
dynamics of these modes. In particular, light scattering studies
have shown that the Heisenberg model can give a good theore-
tical description of real magnetic materials such as EuO and EuS.
Theoretical studies based on Green’s function technique have
been developed by several authors in the context of the
Ising [15–19] and the Heisenberg model [20–23]. These devel-
oped models allowed the identiﬁcation of defect modes outside
the bulk band of spin waves (SW) and of resonance modes within
the spin wave band.
Previous results for the Ising model [15] and the Heisenberg
model [20] in magnetic media with one impurity showed that the
presence of impurities creates localized impurity modes. These
modes depend on the position of the impurities within the material,
as well as on the strength of the exchange coupling between the
magnetic impurity sites, impurity host sites and the effective ﬁeld).
sevier OA license.parameter at the impurity sites. In the present paper, we extend the
above-mentioned theory by considering the effect of two nearest
neighbor coupled magnetic impurities at arbitrary distances from
the surface of a semi-inﬁnite Heisenberg ferromagnet. We consider
localized impurities embedded in the magnetic medium in two
adjacent magnetic layers aligned along the z-axis (perpendicularly
to the surface). The presence of two impurities breaks the transla-
tional symmetry along the direction perpendicular to the surface in
two adjacent layers of the material. This system has a symmetry
lower than the one with a single impurity. The numerical results are
obtained adapting Green’s function technique for two impurities in
the Heisenberg model context.
In Section 2 we present a model and Green-function formalism
for the system. The energies of the impurity modes are deduced in
Section 3 and numerical results are then given in Section 4.2. Model and Green’s function formalism
The system under study is a semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet with a
(0 0 1) surface and a simple cubic structure (lattice constant a).
Two nearest neighbors localized impurities spins are placed in the
medium at distance (n1)a from the surface (where integer
nZ1). The Heisenberg Hamiltonian used to describe the system
can be written as
H¼1
2
X
i,j
Ji, jSi  Sj
X
i
hiS
z
i , ð1Þ
where Si is the spin operator at site i, having spin quantum
number S everywhere except at the impurities sites (labeled by
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term in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) contains the contribution
due to the exchange interaction. Throughout this letter we
assume that the summation runs over nearest neighbor sites.
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) refers to the
effect of the external magnetic ﬁeld applied to the system in the z
direction (where this ﬁeld is h for the host sites in the bulk and hS
for the host sites at the surface). For convenience, we shall rewrite
the Hamiltonian as H¼H0þHI , where H0 is the Hamiltonian of a
pure host ferromagnet, whereas HI corresponds to the perturba-
tion caused by impurities:
HI ¼Ho,dþHou,duþHo,ou: ð2Þ
Here the Ho,d and Hou,du are the terms for coupling between an
impurity at a given site labeled o ðo0Þ and its neighboring host
sites d ðd0Þ:
Ho,d ¼ðJoJÞ
X
d
So  SdðhohÞSzo, ð3Þ
Hou,du ¼ðJouJÞ
X
d0
Sou  SduðhouhÞSzou, ð4Þ
where the d ðd0Þ index labels the nearest neighbors host sites.
The exchange constant assumes the values Jo ¼ J0 ðJou ¼ J0Þ for the
interaction between an impurity and a host site inside the
medium, and Jo ¼ JuS ðJou ¼ JuSÞ when both sites are at the surface.
For the pure material the exchange is JS between neighbors in the
surface and J otherwise. Likewise, the term Ho,ou in Eq. (2) comes
from the coupling between two impurities:
Ho,ou ¼ðJIJÞSo  Sou, ð5Þ
where JI is the interaction between two neighboring impurities.
The Zeeman contribution in Eqs. (3) and (4) describes the effect of
the magnetic ﬁeld ho ðhouÞ at the impurity, which can assume the
values huS at the surface of the medium and h0 otherwise.
Using the Holstein–Primakoff transformation, the spin opera-
tors are expressed in terms of boson operators al and a
y
l . At low
enough temperatures (kBT5 JS), the linearized spin wave approx-
imation can be used to give
Sþl ¼ ð2Sayl alÞ1=2alC ð2SÞ1=2al,
Sl ¼ ayl ð2Sa
y
l alÞ1=2C ð2SÞ1=2a
y
l , ð6Þ
Szl ¼ Sayl al:
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eqs. (1)–(5), we obtain the linearized
Hamiltonian as H¼H0þHI , where
H0 ¼
X
i
S
X
j
Ji,jþh
0
@
1
Aayi aiSX
i,j
Ji,ja
y
i aj ð7Þ
and the terms of HI are given by
Ho,d ¼JS
X
d
½gðaoaydþayoadÞeayoaora
y
dadbayoao, ð8Þ
Hou,du ¼JS
X
d0
½gðaouayduþa
y
ouaduÞeayouaouraydaduba
y
ouaou, ð9Þ
Ho,ou ¼JSgIðaoayouþayoaouayouaouayoaoÞ, ð10Þ
where we have deﬁned the following quantities:
g¼ J
0
J
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S0
S
r
1, e¼ J
0
J
1, r¼ J
0S0
JS
1,
b¼ h0h and gI ¼
JIS
0
JS
1: ð11Þ
The index o ðo0Þ takes the values 1 (7) for each impurity site. The
second summation runs over ﬁve neighboring host site to eitherimpurity. In the special case of n¼1, only one of the impurities is
in the surface layer, where it has four nearest neighboring host in
this layer.
In order to obtain the excitation spectra of these systems, we
extend the formalism for a single localized impurity presented in
Ref. [20]. Thus, we start by deﬁning the retarded Green function
Gl,mðtÞ ¼//alðtÞ; aymSSE for the impure system. These functions
must satisfy the standard equation of motion [24]
E//al; a
y
mSSE ¼
1
2p
/½al,aymSþ//½al,H; aymSSE: ð12Þ
The corresponding unperturbed Green’s function can ﬁrst be
obtained by solving Eq. (12) with H replaced by H0 and then
decoupling the higher-order Green’s functions on the right-hand
side using the random phase approximation. The solution, which
represents the case of a pure semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet (i.e., with
translational symmetry parallel to the surface), is well known and
is given by [25]
G0l,mðEÞ ¼
1
M
X
qJ
exp½iqJ  ðrlrmÞ
 1
2pJSðxx1Þ x
jnn0 j1þx
1D
1þxD x
nþn0
 
, ð13Þ
where the vectors rl and rm indicate the positions of two given
sites l and m, qJ  ðqx,qyÞ is an in-plane wave vector and M is the
number of sites in any layer parallel to the surface, and n and n0
are the layer numbers for the sites l and m, respectively (with
n¼1 being the surface layer, etc.). The complex quantity x
(satisfying the condition jxj r 1) is deﬁned by
xþx1 ¼ hE
JS
þ2½32gðqJÞ, ð14Þ
where gðqJÞ is a structure factor that, in the case of a simple cubic
lattice, is given by gðqJÞ ¼ 12 ½cosðqxaÞþcosðqyaÞ. The parameter D
in Eq. (13) contains the information regarding the surface and is
given by
D¼ 4 JS
J
1
 
½1gðqJÞ1: ð15Þ
The Green function for the semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet with
impurities can be constructed from Eq. (12) using the full form of
the Hamiltonian equation (7). The result can be expressed in the
form of a Dyson equation relating the Green function Gl,mðEÞ for
the Heisenberg model system containing impurities to the corre-
sponding G0l,mðEÞ for the pure system
X
j
1
X
n
G0l,nðEÞVn,j
 !
Gj,mðEÞ ¼ G0l,mðEÞ: ð16Þ
Here, V is an effective potential related to the perturbation
produced by the presence of the impurities, given by
Vn,j ¼ ðVoÞn,jþðVouÞn,jþðVoouÞn,j, ð17Þ
where
ðVoÞn,j ¼ 2pJS
X
d
ðrdn,ddd,jgdn,ddo,jgdn,odd,jÞþ 5e
b
JS
 
dn,odo,j
" #
,
ðVouÞn,j ¼ 2pJS
X
d
ðrdn,duddu,jgdn,dudou,jgdn,ouddu,jÞþ 5e
b
JS
 
dn,oudou,j
" #
,
ðVoouÞn,j ¼ 2pJSgIðdn,oudo,jþdn,odou,jdn,odo,jdn,oudou,jÞ:
We note that, in the presence of localized impurities, the
translational symmetry does not exist in any of the three direc-
tions. Consequently, we have to work in terms of real space to
solve Eq. (16).
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In this section we present results for the energy spectrum of
modes associated with two impurities aligned along the z-axis
(see Fig. 1). In the site representation, we label the impurity site
o ðo0Þ in the layer n (n+1) by index 1 (7), with d¼2,3,4,5,6
ðd0 ¼ 8, . . . ,12Þ (see Fig. 1). Clearly the neighbor 6 is absent when
n¼1. Dyson’s equation (16) can be rewritten in a matrix form
½IG0ðEÞVGðEÞ ¼ G0ðEÞ: ð18Þ
The spectrum of localized modes is then found by numerically
calculating the frequencies that satisfy the condition
det½IG0ðEÞV ¼ 0, ð19Þ
which represents the poles of G0ðEÞ for the system containing
impurities. Since each impurity spin couples to ﬁve host spins
(except when n¼1) as well as to one impurity spin, we have a
1212 matrix in Eq. (19).
On substituting Eq. (17) in the above equation, the determi-
nant can be factorized as in the corresponding calculations for an
impurity in an inﬁnite ferromagnet [4],
det½IG0ðEÞV ¼D2Ao ðEÞDBo ðEÞ  D2Aou ðEÞDBouDCðEÞ ð20Þ
with
DAo ðEÞ ¼ rN½G02,3G01,1þ1=2pJS ð21Þ
DAou ðEÞ ¼ rN½G08,9G07,7þ1=2pJS ð22Þ
DBo ðEÞ ¼ r½2G02,4G01,1G02,3þ1=2pJS ð23Þ
DBou ðEÞ ¼ r½2G08,10G07,7G08,9þ1=2pJS ð24Þ
DCðEÞ ¼ detD, ð25Þ
where for convenience we have omitted the E labeling in the
Green functions G0. The elements of the 66 matrix D are
given by
D1,1 ¼ 1=2pJSG01,1eNþð4G01,2þG01,6ÞgNþG01,7gI ,n+2
O
O´
JI
J’
J’J’
J’
J’
J’
J’
J’
J’
J’
1
2
3 4
5
6 n−1
n
n+1
7
8
109
11
12x
y
z
Fig. 1. Interaction scheme for two coupled impurities in a Heisenberg ferro-
magnet. The spins in each impurity (black circles) are exchange coupled with each
other and with their nearest neighbor spins in the host medium. All spins are
assumed to be aligned along the z axis.D2,1 ¼G01,2eNþðG01,1þG02,3þ2G02,4þG02,6ÞgNþG02,7gI ,
D3,1 ¼G01,6eNþð4G02,6þG06,6ÞgNþG06,7gI ,
D4,1 ¼G01,7eNþð4G02,7þG06,7ÞgNþG07,7gI ,
D5,1 ¼G01,8eNþG02,8gNþG07,8gI ,
D6,1 ¼G01,12eNþG07,12gI ,
D1,2 ¼ 4ðG01,1gNG01,2rNÞ,
D2,2 ¼ 1=2pJSþ4G01,2gNðG01,1þG02,3þ2G02,4ÞrN ,
D3,2 ¼ 4ðG01,6gNG02,6rNÞ,
D4,2 ¼ 4ðG01,7gNG02,7rNÞ,
D5,2 ¼ 4G01,8gNG02,8rN ,
D6,2 ¼ 4G01,12gN ,
D1,3 ¼ G01,1gNG01,6rN ,
D2,3 ¼ G01,2gNG02,6rN ,
D3,3 ¼ 1=2pJSþG01,6gNG06,6rN ,
D4,3 ¼ G01,7gNG06,7r,
D5,3 ¼ G01,8gN ,
D6,3 ¼ G01,12gN ,
D1,4 ¼ G01,1gIG01,7eþð4G01,8þG01,12Þg,
D2,4 ¼ G01,2gIG02,7eþG02,8g,
D3,4 ¼ G01,6gIG06,7e,
D4,4 ¼ 1=2pJSþG01,7gIG07,7eþðG07,8þG07,12Þg,
D5,4 ¼ G01,8gIG07,8eþðG07,7þG08,9þ2G08,10þG08,12Þg,
D6,4 ¼ G01,12gIG07,12eþð4G08,12þG012,12Þg,
D1,5 ¼ 4ðG01,7gG01,8rÞ,
D2,5 ¼ 4G02,7gG02,8r,
D3,5 ¼ 4G06,7g,
D4,5 ¼ 4ðG07,7gG07,8rÞ,
D5,5 ¼ 1=2pJSþG07,8gðG07,7þG08,9þG08,10Þr,
D6,5 ¼ 4ðG07,12gG08,12rÞ,
D1,6 ¼ G01,7gG01,12r,
D2,6 ¼ G02,7g,
D3,6 ¼ G06,7g,
D4,6 ¼ G07,7gG07,12r,
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Fig. 2. Localized spin wave spectra of two magnetic impurities in a semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet: (a) impurities located in the bulk (upper impurity in layer n¼10), (b) upper
impurity o in the second layer (n¼2, see Fig. 1) and (c) upper impurity o located at the surface (n¼1). The results are plotted as function of J0=J. Parameters are given in the text.
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D6,6 ¼ 1=2pJSþG07,12gG012,12r: ð26Þ
In Eq. (25), for n¼1, the constants rN , gN must be replaced
respectively by rS, gS and eN by 4eSb=ðJSÞ, eN ¼ 5eb=ðJSÞ when
nZ2, and e ¼ 5eb=ðJSÞ. The constants rS, gS and eS are obtained
by replacing J0 with JuS in Eqs. (11).
The localized impurity modes in the semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet
may be obtained from Eqs. (21)–(25)) by ﬁnding the E values for
which DAo ðEÞ, DAou ðEÞ, DBo ðEÞ or DBou ðEÞ vanishes.4. Numerical results
The impurity modes can be classiﬁed as resonant modes when
the frequencies are found inside the bulk band of the ﬁlm, and
they are called defect modes when they occur outside the bulk
band. Because impurity modes inside the bulk bands are more
difﬁcult to be experimentally detected, here we considered only
the optical defect modes with energies above the upper limit of
the bulk band obtained for the ﬁlm. This limit value of energy is
E=JS¼ 13.
1
 n
13
14
14
14
15
E 
/ J
S
Ao
Ao’
Bo
Bo’
2 3 4
Fig. 3. Localized spin wave modes A and B as a function of the layer index n of the
upper impurity o. The parameters are the same as those of Fig. 2.
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JI / J
Fig. 4. Localized spin wave energies associated with two magnetic impurities in a
semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet: upper impurity o at the surface (dotted line), upper
impurity in layer n¼10 (solid lines), upper impurity o at layer n¼2 (dashed lines).
The results are plotted as function of JI=J. Parameters are given in the text.
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function of the exchange and effective ﬁeld parameters related to
the impurities like J0, JI and h0. For convenience, in all ﬁgures, we
take JS=J¼ 1, JuS=J0 ¼ 1, hS=h¼ 1 and huS=h0 ¼ 1.
Figs. 2(a)–(c) show the localized SW energies as a function of
the normalized exchange constant J0=J for the coupling between
the impurities ðS0 ¼ 2Þ and its neighboring host sites (S¼1). We
have used JI=J¼ 2 and h0=h¼ 1:5. For large enough values of n,
n¼10 in Fig. 2(a), each impurity, o and o0, and its neighbors have
the same symmetry, by that we mean the same kind of neighbor
(bulk sites for this case); we ﬁnd impurity modes which are
similar to those occurring in the case of a bulk sample, conven-
tionally labeled as s, p and d, for the case where one considers
only one localized impurity [4–6]. Here, this modes are labeled as
so and sou, po and pou and do and dou, associated respectively to
impurities o and o0 through Eqs. (20)–(25). In this example, the po
and pou and do and dou modes appear degenerated. The curves s, po
(pou) and do ðdouÞ correspond to modes that are mainly associated
with neighbors of the impurities (like p and d modes at large n).
When the upper impurity o is located at the second layer
(n¼2), Fig. 2(b), the symmetry around the impurities is reduced,
since the upper impurity o has a surface site as a neighbor. The
symmetry labeling of previous works [4] is no longer applicable,
and the modes related to presence of a surface are labeled in the
same way as in Ref. [20], however with the addition of an
impurity position index. They are labeled as Ao ðAouÞ, Bo ðBouÞ (from
Eqs. (21) to (24)) and Co Cou and C (from Eq. (25)), associated
respectively to impurities o and o0. The curves Co and Cou
correspond to modes that are mainly localized on the impurities,
whereas the curves Ao ðAouÞ, Bo ðBouÞ and C correspond to modes
that are mainly associated with neighbors of the impurities, as in
previous ﬁgure. These neighbors do not all have the same
symmetry with respect to the surface, and this produces a
splitting of the C modes. In this case, the Bo and Bou and Ao and
Aou modes still appear with a small degeneracy. This degeneracy is
completely lifted when the upper impurity o is located at thesurface (n¼1), as shown in Fig. 2(c). Here, due to absence of a
nearest neighbor of the upper impurity o, the symmetry around
the impurities is modiﬁed and the modes Bo, Bou and Ao and Aou are
separated. For this case, only one C mode is found.
In order to verify the dependence of the degeneracy of the A
(d) and B (p) modes on the index layer of the upper impurity, we
plot in Fig. 3 the localized spin wave modes A and B against n for
this impurity, with the same parameters as in Fig. 2. Here, the
continuous lines are shown as guides to the eye. We observe that
for n43 these modes are completely degenerate. This is expected
as can be seen in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 shows the localized SW energies as a function of the
normalized exchange coupling constant JI=J for the interaction
between the impurities o and o0. The results were obtained for
ferromagnetic (JI40) as well as antiferromagnetic (JIo0) cou-
pling when the coupling between the impurities and its neighbor-
ing host sites is J0=J¼ 1:5 and the effective external applied
magnetic ﬁeld h0=h¼ 1:5. The remaining parameters are the same
as in previous ﬁgures. The results were obtained for n¼1 (dotted
line), when the upper impurity o is at the surface, n¼10 (solid
lines), when the impurities are at the bulk, and n¼2 (dashed
lines) when the upper impurity o is at the second layer. The ﬁgure
shows one localized mode when the upper impurity is on the
surface. This mode increases when the exchange between the
impurities increases. When the upper impurity is in the bulk
region (n¼2 and 10) we see two modes; one increasing and other
decreasing with JI. For n41 we see the two modes crossing. That
crossing depends on the parameters used, mainly h0 and J0. One
would expect the crossing to occur when JI¼0. But as we have an
external applied ﬁeld and other parameters. The two modes are
degenerated for a different value of JI.
Next, we analyze the inﬂuence of the effective external applied
magnetic ﬁeld on the SW energies for impurity modes. Fig. 5
shows the localized modes as a function of h0=h. The coupling
0 5 10
h’ / h
13
14
15
16
17
E 
/ J
S
n = 1
n = 10
n = 2
so
so’
C
Co’
Co
15 20
Fig. 5. Localized spin wave energies associated with two magnetic impurities in a
semi-inﬁnite ferromagnet: upper impurity o at the surface (dotted line), impu-
rities in the bulk (n¼10) (solid lines), upper impurity o is at the second layer
(n¼2) (dashed lines). The results are plotted as function of h0=h and the
parameters are given in the text.
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the coupling between the impurities are J0=J and JI=J¼ 2:0. The
remaining parameters are the same as in previous graphs. The
results were obtained for n¼1 (dotted line), when the upper
impurity o is at the surface, n¼10 (solid lines), when the
impurities are at the bulk, and n¼2 (dashed lines) when the
upper impurity o is at the second layer. The ﬁgure shows that all
modes decreases in energy when the effective ﬁeld acting on the
impurities increases.5. Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the effects of two coupled
localized impurities in a simple-cubic Heisenberg ferromagnet.
We employed a Green’s function method and generalized random
phase approximation at low temperatures (T5TC). Numerical
results were shown for optical non-resonant modes existing
above the bulk SW energy bands. The results obtained show theinﬂuence of the impurities’ position within the ﬁlm, the strength
of the exchange coupling, and the effective ﬁeld parameter on the
excitation spectra of the system. The coupling modiﬁes the
spectra when comparing the results for single impurities, espe-
cially when the upper impurity is in the layer n¼1 or n¼2. If n
becomes very large we recover previous results for inﬁnite ferro-
magnets, for each impurity, as expected. The main result here is
that the impurity-related modes behave like the single impurity
case, however the number of modes are different, as expected
because of the lower symmetry system of the model. As a
theoretical perspective for this study, we point the fact that the
same formalism used here can be useful to the study of impurities
in fermionic systems, such as carbon based materials, since such
systems can be accurately described by a microscopic nearest
neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian similar to the Hamiltonian
(Eq. (7)) employed here [26].Acknowledgments
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